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Machine learning tools for generating synthetic 
media enable creative expression, but they 
can also result in content that misleads and 
causes harm. The Responsible AI Art Field Guide 
offers a starting point for designers, artists, 
and other makers on how to responsibly use AI 
techniques and in a careful manner. We suggest 
that artists and designers using AI situate their 
work within the broader context of responsible 
AI, attending to the potentially unintended 
harmful consequences of their work as 
understood in domains like information 
security, misinformation, the environment, 
copyright, and biased and appropriative 
synthetic media. First, we describe the broader 
dynamics of generative media to emphasize 
how artists and designers using AI exist within 
a field with complex societal characteristics. 
We then describe our project, a guide focused 
on four key checkpoints in the lifecycle of AI 
creation: (1) dataset, (2) model code, (3) training 
resources, and (4) publishing and attribution. 
Ultimately, we emphasize the importance 
for artists and designers using AI to consider 
these checkpoints and provocations as a 
starting point for building out a creative AI field, 
attentive to the societal impacts of their work. 
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C r e ati ng  a i  a r t  r e s p on s i b ly:  a  f i e l d  g u i de  for  a r ti s t s

Background of the problem
Artificial intelligence (AI) tools for generating media have become increasingly 

accessible (Lomas, 2020; Nicolaou, 2020), presenting the potential for syntheti-

cally generated media that misleads and causes harm. While deepfakes, or AI-gen-

erated images and videos, have captured the public’s attention, even lower-tech 

techniques such as cheap fakes —like those frequently used in videos of politi-

cians— can be used to alter perceptions of public figures and events (Chesney & 

Citron, 2018; Paris & Donovan, 2019).

 However, the same AI  tools provide artists and designers with a 

new creative field with unique affordances. Naoko Hara, for example, uses images 

drawn from her own animation work as data to generate art (Hara, 2020). Derrick 

Schultz’s AI-generated art leverages images from floral illustrations (Figure 1). 

Synthetic media techniques have also been leveraged in film for privacy protection 

purposes (Li & Lyu, 2019). In the 2020 film ‘Welcome to Chechnyaʼ, filmmakers 

protected the identities of subjects discussing LGBTQ+ experiences, allowing 

subjects to tell their stories safely (Rothkopf, 2020). Recently, AI  artists have 

even used the technology to prove technology’s effects on society, including those 

afforded by the synthetic media medium itself. In 2019, Bill Posters and Daniel 

Howe’s installation ‘Spectreʼ featured a deepfake video of Mark Zuckerberg to 

illuminate Facebook’s influence on user behavior.

mailto:claire@partnershiponai.org
mailto:emily@partnershiponai.org
mailto:liailiad@gmail.com
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As artists, designers, and other creators leverage AI technologies, 

specifically machine learning (ML) methods, it is crucial for them to understand the 

context and potential harms of their work through the lens of the broader synthetic 

media and AI  research communities, and in turn, for those research communities 

to attend to the unique needs and insights of independent creators. While respon-

sible AI guidelines for researchers and technology companies abound (Gebru et al., 

2018; Mitchell et al., 2019; Raji & Yang, 2019), these typically focus on engineers 

and broader technical staff at large social media platforms and information and 

communication technology companies, rather than the unique goals and needs of 

Figure 1: An output generated 
with CycleGAN using images 
of a cat and flower illustrations 
in the ‘faces2flowers’ project 
by Derrick Schultz (2019). The 
post features a link for readers 
to experiment with the source 
model themselves in the Run-
wayML platform. Source: Schul-
tz, 2019. Image retrieved from 
https://artificial-images.com/
project/faces-to-flowers-ma-
chine-learning-portraits/. 
Courtesy of Derrick Schultz.

https://artificial-images.com/project/faces-to-flowers-machine-learning-portraits/
https://artificial-images.com/project/faces-to-flowers-machine-learning-portraits/
https://artificial-images.com/project/faces-to-flowers-machine-learning-portraits/
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artists balancing creative expression and positive societal impact with the poten-

tial harms of their creations. 

Objectives
We, therefore, created a digital zine, the Responsible AI  Art Field Guide (Figure 2), 

in order to equip AI  artists and designers with insights on how to create AI  art re-

sponsibly. It came out from the Partnership on AI’s AI  and Media Integrity Pro-

gram that investigates the impact of emerging AI technology on digital media and 

online information (Saltz et al., 2020). The guide is structured around questions 

for artists and designers using AI  to consider throughout the lifecycle of their cre-

ative practice to better situate their work within a responsible AI practice, blending 

insights from responsible AI practices with design tactics specifically intended for 

AI creators. It also offers emerging best practices drawn from the multidisciplinary 

experiences of AI artists, practitioners, researchers, and the scholarly community 

from fields such as communication, computer science, media forensics, sociology, 

and media studies. 

Conceptual framework
Our definition of ‘responsible AIʼ considers both critiques of how corporations 

currently create and release AI  products, as well as broader critiques of the cor-

porate structures powering AI  systems, including labor rights and worker equity 

(Diehm & Sinders, 2020; Rakova et al., 2020). In the field of AI-generated media, 

Figure 2: Cover Image from the 
Responsible AI Art Field Guide, by 
Emily Saltz, Lia Coleman, and 
Claire R. Leibowicz (Partnership 
on AI, 2020). Screenshot: Claire 
R. Leibowicz, 2020. Retrieved 
from Medium: https://medium.
com/partnership-on-ai/a-field-
guide-to-making-ai-art-respon-
sibly-f7f4a5066ee

https://medium.com/partnership-on-ai/a-field-guide-to-making-ai-art-responsibly-f7f4a5066ee
https://medium.com/partnership-on-ai/a-field-guide-to-making-ai-art-responsibly-f7f4a5066ee
https://medium.com/partnership-on-ai/a-field-guide-to-making-ai-art-responsibly-f7f4a5066ee
https://medium.com/partnership-on-ai/a-field-guide-to-making-ai-art-responsibly-f7f4a5066ee
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ensuring responsible AI practice requires paying special attention to malicious 

use cases for the technology. Based on our work and collaboration with many or-

ganizations working on and around responsible AI  and synthetic media at the 

Partnership on AI, we understand the harmful consequences of synthetic media to 

largely implicate the misinformation, information security, biased/appropriative 

content, copyright, and environmental domains. Of course, there are also non-ma-

licious use cases for AI-generated media in art, design, and entertainment. We 

define AI  art as all new works made with creative intent using techniques where 

computer programs access data and learn automatically from that data with min-

imal human intervention. The Responsible AI  Art Field Guide seeks to compile 

emerging insights and best practices from both AI  artists and the responsible AI 

and synthetic media research communities to help guide reflective processes for 

generating creative works and designing products with AI  (while mitigating un-

intended consequences).

Background
Most of the previous attention to the negative impacts of synthetic media has come 

from technology platforms focused on mitigating misinformation. Technology 

platforms like Facebook have invested heavily into preparing for the use of manip-

ulated media to affect public opinion and spread misinformation —specifically fo-

cusing on policies and machine learning innovations to combat visual misinforma-

tion (Bickert, 2020; Dolhansky et al., 2020; Leibowicz, 2020; Roth & Achuthan, 

2020). While most of the visual misinformation today is not AI-generated, AI  is 

used most often for other malicious use cases that affect information security: to 

create images for non-consensual sexual exploitation. According to a 2019 report 

from Sensity, a visual threat intelligence firm, 96 percent of deepfakes online are 

pornographic in nature (Patrini, 2019).

In recent years, researchers have attempted to synthesize best 

practices for using ML  datasets, such as ‘Datasheets for datasetsʼ (Gebru et al., 

2018), ‘Model Cards for Model Reportingʼ (Mitchell et al., 2019) and ‘ABOUT 

MLʼ (Raji & Yang, 2019), in order to help people better address the bias inherent 

in machine learning models and identify how datasets may be skewed toward 

certain attributes. Additionally, organizations like the Algorithmic Justice League 

have emerged to communicate the potential harms and biases of AI  technologies 

(Buolamwini, 2016). Much of the Algorithmic Justice League’s work has focused 

on the deployment of high-impact systems like facial recognition, and their four 

core principles include affirmative consent, meaningful transparency, continuous 

oversight and accountability, and actionable critique (Buolamwini, 2016). While all 

these elements can be applied to dual-risk AI  systems to make them more respon-

sible, including AI art, it will be vitally important to contextualize such responsible 
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AI  principles with the goals and motivations of creators, designers, and artists 

using AI  techniques. Unlike the negative environmental impact of synthesizing 

media using AI  techniques, which is agnostic to the motivations of the creator, 

what responsible use of AI means to better mitigate bias and appropriative content, 

requires the sensitivity of the creator’s motivations.

While many responsible AI resources offer technical details and 

rationales relevant to independent creators, they primarily focus on large-scale 

ML  practices in industry and academia. As a result, these insights are unlikely to 

reach artists and designers using AI  in creative contexts. While there are critical 

design frameworks relevant to AI  design, such as the Design Justice Principles 

(Costanza-Chock, 2018), it may be unclear to a creator how a principle such as “we 

prioritize design’s impact on the community over the intentions of the designer” 

should be applied in practice, specifically to the steps involved for creative AI, such 

as dataset creation, model code, training resources, and publishing. 

There are some signs of a burgeoning literature exploring respon-

sible AI  considerations of creative practices; however, it should be expanded upon 

and incorporate practical recommendations for navigating the creative process 

and trade-offs inherent to such activities. This is what we sought to carry out with 

our Responsible AI  Art Field Guide. The complexities of this task are apparent in 

works such as that of Lyons (2020), which offers a critical assessment of Kate 

Crawford and Trevor Paglen’s ‘Training Humansʼ exhibition. Their exhibition was 

intended to critique corporate practices for training computer vision systems and 

was presented alongside the valuable written work, ‘Excavating AI: The Politics 

of Images in Machine Learning Training Setsʼ (Crawford & Paglen, 2019). Yet 

Lyons, a coauthor on the JAFFE  dataset that the authors critique, points out that, 

in critiquing corporate practices such as using facial images and videos without 

consent, Paglen and Crawford themselves also reproduced and exhibited these 

same images without consent. Lyons refers to this oversight for their artistic use 

case as an ‘ethical double-standardʼ. This debate highlights the need for further 

critical evaluation of the use of human data in AI  systems for artistic and design 

purposes, as well as consideration of copyright and information security, including 

the use of personal images without informed consent and the stated terms of use 

for the datasets used.

de ve lop m e nt  a n d  pa r ti a l  r e s u lt s

Methodological framework
The Responsible AI  Art Field Guide was developed to address this gap and came 

out of multistakeholder input from AI  artists, visual misinformation researchers, 

machine learning engineers, and policymakers. The input was initially sourced 

from a July 2020 talk with Gray Area, a cultural hub for art and technology in 
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San Francisco, and conversations with members in the Partnership on AI, a mul-

tistakeholder, global nonprofit organization devoted to responsible AI  with over 

100 Partner organizations from civil society, industry, media, and academia. The 

Gray Area talk included over 50 participants from a variety of backgrounds, includ-

ing AI  artists, AI  researchers, technology policy stakeholders, and others. We en-

abled these participants to offer feedback on the first stage of the guide in a work-

ing document, which allowed us to hone the recommendations and checkpoints. 

Lia Coleman, an AI  artist and designer, designed the guide as an online zine that 

walks a hypothetical AI  artist through checkpoints for responsibly making AI  art, 

centered on four elements: (1) dataset, (2) model code, (3) training resources, and 

(4) publishing and attribution. Thus, our methodological approach incorporates 

consultation with practitioners and scholars in the Partnership on AI  and Gray 

Area communities, a review of design and art projects dealing with AI, a literature 

review pointing to a lack of responsible AI art guidelines benefiting the unique 

needs of artists, and the experience of two different AI  artists, Lia Coleman and 

Emily Saltz, drawing upon their personal experiences to hone the guide. While 

much writing on responsible AI is centered on academic discourse or practitioners 

largely housed within technology and industry, we focused on the AI  art and de-

sign community as a distinct audience for responsible AI that is underserved in the 

current literature (Rakova et al., 2020). Alongside question prompts, we include 

case examples to underscore the implications of AI creation on different societal 

features —including questions of ownership, environmental impact, attribution, 

explainability, and privacy.

Methodological strategy of the project 
The guide strategically avoids being prescriptive. When it comes to the nascent 

and evolving field of creative AI, many topics are subject to debate and should 

be built upon through practical trial and error in conversation with the rapidly 

changing visual misinformation field in industry and academia. Others in the 

field of synthetic media have taken this approach; for example, Twitter has re-

cently described the need for its policy responses to visual misinformation to be 

‘living documentsʼ, emphasizing that they are “willing to update and adjust when 

[they] encounter new scenarios” (Twitter Safety, 2020). The same can be said of 

our AI  art and design guide for navigating responsible creation. While we should 

aspire to airtight frameworks, at this stage of AI  development, we must also re-

main adaptable.

Description of the proposal
Before AI  artists and designers begin creating and grappling with the four check-

points, we emphasize the need for them to examine why they are using AI  tech-
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niques in their work in the first place. Prospective users of AI should consider their 

objectives for implementing AI  techniques, how they understand the role of AI 

technologies in society, and whether or not they are using AI  to comment about 

social or political issues. 

Checkpoint 1: Dataset.  The first checkpoint in the field guide 

considers the dataset —the foundation of one’s AI work (Figure 3). Artists and 

designers should think of their training data selection as an inherently subjective 

act of curation and seek to avoid exploiting other creators’ work or cause harm 

through what and who is, and is not, represented in the dataset. For example, AI 

artist Arfa experienced such copyright concerns firsthand when they generated 

furry persona images from a StyleGAN2 model trained on over 55,000 artworks 

from the furry fandom, scraped without permission from a furry art forum (Mix, 

2020). The original furry art creators protested that Arfa’s project, ‘This Fursona 

Does not Existʼ, disrespected their work, as Arfa benefited from art used without 

the original creators’ permission or the choice to opt-out. Similarities between 

Figure 3: Image from the 
Responsible IA Art Field Guide 
(page 8,), by Emily Saltz, 
Lia Coleman, and Claire R. 
Leibowicz (Partnership on AI, 
2020). Screenshot: Claire R. 
Leibowicz, 2020. Retrieved 
from Medium: https://medium.
com/partnership-on-ai/a-field-
guide-to-making-ai-art-respon-
sibly-f7f4a5066ee

https://medium.com/partnership-on-ai/a-field-guide-to-making-ai-art-responsibly-f7f4a5066ee
https://medium.com/partnership-on-ai/a-field-guide-to-making-ai-art-responsibly-f7f4a5066ee
https://medium.com/partnership-on-ai/a-field-guide-to-making-ai-art-responsibly-f7f4a5066ee
https://medium.com/partnership-on-ai/a-field-guide-to-making-ai-art-responsibly-f7f4a5066ee
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creators’ original works and model outputs also led to complaints of copyright 

infringement. Beyond copyright, AI  artists should also consider the diversity of 

the dataset and whether or not they are respecting data creators and subjects. In 

contrast, artist Esteban Salgado creates his own datasets by algorithmically gener-

ating thousands of abstract shapes in Adobe Illustrator and training StyleGAN2 

models on the shapes (Salgado, 2020). Whether creating one’s own data or not, 

one should consider the historical and social context of the media used as training 

data, whether or not they are collecting data from public fora or social platforms, 

and copyright constraints on the dataset.

Checkpoint 2: Model Code. Once AI  creators decide on a dataset, 

they must train their models on that data. We encourage anyone considering to 

use AI  for art or design, to learn the history and supply chain of the AI  architec-

tures they are using, since doing so can enable them to best respect the people who 

contributed to their model code, acknowledging the people and labor that went 

into the code used to produce the work, and critically evaluating how the code-

base was developed and labeled. There are complicated ownership questions, too, 

between AI frameworks, tools, models, and outputs. For example, AI artist Robbie 

Barrat open-sourced a GAN model that generated fake visuals based on oil painting 

images. In 2018, artist collective Obvious sold a framed output after duplicating 

Barrat’s neural network method in a piece called ‘Edmond de Belamy, from La 

Famille de Belamyʼ for 432,500 U.S. Dollars. Barrat received none of this money, 

raising questions about ownership and credit in the AI art world (Simonite, 2018). 

Ownership questions are further complicated by anthropomorphized perceptions 

of AI  art as work created by AI  as an agent rather than by people using AI  as a tool, 

which was recently explored by Epstein and colleagues (2020).

Checkpoint 3: Training Resources. After deciding on data to train 

and the code to train with, AI  makers need a GPU  machine(s) and other training 

resources to actually train models. This process can be very resource-intensive 

and have a sizeable carbon footprint. Training a single AI  model like the popular 

Transformer deep learning model may emit more than 626,000 pounds of carbon 

dioxide equivalent to nearly five times the lifetime emissions of the average Amer-

ican car (Hao, 2019). With models commonly trained many times, the emissions for 

large-scale training can be significant. In order to train models responsibly, artists 

should consider how they might reduce environmental costs through methods like 

transfer learning to avoid training models from scratch. Tools like the Machine 

Learning Emissions Calculator can be used to compute GPU  carbon emissions 

expected from training (Lacoste et al., 2019).

 Checkpoint 4: Publishing & Attribution. Once artists have trained 

models and are ready to share their work, we encourage them to be as transparent 

about their process as possible so that others can learn from their experience. 
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However, it is also important to remember that others may find and misuse AI 

work and products for profitable or political motives (Moisejevs, 2019). Thus, 

artists and designers of AI  products should consider the threats and unintended 

consequences associated with publishing work, and weigh the costs and benefits 

associated with releasing models, code, and datasets. AI  creators can look to the 

explainable ML field to consider how they make their code accessible to others 

while limiting the likelihood that motivated malicious actors might seek to weap-

onize an AI creator’s techniques (Bhatt et al., 2020). Several researchers at tech-

nology platforms have begun considering ways to publish work to ensure it is not 

weaponized by malicious actors looking to generate synthetic media to mislead 

or harm, and artists and designers should do the same (Leibowicz et al., 2020).

ConC l u s ion

Results
The Responsible AI Art Field Guide equips artists with emerging best practices and 

checkpoints to explore in their work. While the bulk of the project sets out to serve 

as a provocation rather than a prescription, several best practices emerge by the 

end of the piece. We conclude that the least risky path to take for AI  creators is to 

make their own dataset through original media such as illustration, photography, 

text, and video. If not, AI creators should credit others’ work whenever possible. 

This goes for makers whose work is in one’s dataset, as well as for people who 

have shared their code. Additionally, if artists and designers are scraping work 

from the Internet, it is most responsible to prioritize work in the public domain or 

to directly ask for permission from those whose identity and/or work is featured 

in the dataset. Creating AI responsibly today also involves paying attention to the 

environmental impact of one’s contributions: AI creators should plan to minimize 

environmental training resources by using transfer learning from a pre-trained 

model. Lastly, creators should document their work in detail, to allow others to 

learn from and critique their process, while remaining sensitive to the potential 

weaponization of their artistic methods for creating synthetic media with ma-

licious intent. While thorough technical documentation is not typically a prac-

tice associated with artistic production, just as it has become more commonplace 

despite a lack of precedent in the AI developer and research fields, so too should 

artists using code embed such practices into their workflows (Gebru et al., 2018; 

Mitchell et al., 2019; Raji & Yang, 2019).
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Evaluation
The Responsible AI  Art Field Guide project strives to situate the emergent creative 

AI field in the broader responsible AI and synthetic media communities. This field 

guide is the first of its kind to center AI artists and designers in responsible AI con-

versations by considering ways for them to attend to issues in the responsible AI 

space through referencing concrete case studies. While the field guide currently 

offers a valuable starting point for AI creators to pursue a “winding path of ques-

tioning,” we consider it an initial step and living document for AI  creators to re-

consider and shape (Saltz et al., 2020, p. 15). We hope that AI  creators, like those 

trained in AI art classes such as the Artificial Images courses, may leverage this 

guide and provide feedback as they cultivate their skills (Schultz, 2020). Just as 

many have called for ethics training in computer science classes, so too should 

art and design classrooms that introduce and teach AI  methodologies and tools 

attend to the ways to think about responsible AI  development and deployment 

(Grosz et al., 2018).

We have begun road testing the usefulness and applicability of 

the guide with a cohort of 12 graduate students taking the spring 2021 course 

Exhibiting Transdisciplinary Research at the Rhode Island School of Design. The 

students compiled their own datasets, trained StyleGAN  models, and incorpo-

rated the generated results into their final exhibitions. Each week they were asked 

to write reflections on the corresponding checkpoint in the guide: dataset, model 

code, training resources, and publishing. In addition to compiling their written 

reflections, we conducted verbal interviews with the students at the end, thus 

providing valuable feedback on their process of using the guide.

Beyond the classroom, AI artists have begun testing the guide and 

have documented its use —perhaps as a transparency element for their creative 

process in and of itself, that underscores their commitment to responsible creative 

production. The Moving Target Collective, consisting of Alexa Steinbrück, Natalie 

Sontopski, and Amelie Golfuß, used the guide when producing ‘Latent Riotʼ, a 

series of artificial protest signs produced by a generative neural network in 2021. 

They trained a StyleGAN with images of protest signs from the Boston Women’s 

March in 2017 that were generated by hand. The artists emphasized how having 

a distinct guide that synthesized responsible AI  principles for the particular chal-

lenges of the AI  art domain empowered them to create ethically and responsible 

material.

In the future, we hope other AI  artists will treat the guide like a 

living document and reach out to the creators with feedback and insight from their 

experiences using the guide. In particular, we are interested in hearing feedback 

from AI artists that are not only using AI as a tool to create more broadly, but also to 

interrogate AI as a tool with profound societal impacts. There may be opportunities 
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for artists to leverage AI  tools in artistically evocative ways to contribute explic-

itly to the responsible AI research field. Understanding how the use of such tools 

and responsible AI  deployment in AI  art allows such artists to engage with tricky 

questions of AI’s impact on society is a particularly compelling AI  art use case. -d

Conclusion
AI creators can harness the technology’s expressive potential, responsibly. Do-

ing so will require reflection and attention to how their work fits into the broader 

responsible AI field and vast, complex societal dynamics. Derived from both the 

practical experience of artists and designers using AI  and insights of interdisci-

plinary AI  researchers and media experts, the Field Guide is a list of questions 

and emerging best practices intended as a starting point for AI  creators looking 

to think critically about the societal impact of their work. Doing so can bolster the 

power of generated imagery to tell stories, beautify, shed light, and even just offer 

a creative outlet, while mitigating the unintended consequences on information 

integrity, attribution, rights, and even the environment. -d
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